
Attachment 2 

 

1. Eligible vehicles 

 Eco Guest (Gość Eco) Group: cars of any age, powered by alternative energy 

sources are allowed to compete in: 

a) Plug-in hybrid 

b) Parallel, chain or mixed-type hybrid 

c) LPG 

d) CNG 

e) Electric 

 Legend Guest (Gość Legendy) group: rally car replicas and rally cars of any age. 
2. Administrative check and scruteneering 

a) Documents required 

All cars need to have: 

- Document allowing for public road use (valid registration document)  

- Third-party liability insurance document 

b) Technical requirements for LPG and CNG powered cars: 

- Primary fuel tank (petrol, diesel) has to contain no more than ¼ of fuel 

capacity. Tanks are to be sealed during initial scrutineering (BK1). 

- Seals are to be checked during the second scrutineering (BK2). Lack of 

seal results in 600 penalty points being added. 

3. CNG and electric powered cars will follow the route of: 362,6 km (leg I – 117,8 km, leg II 

– 104,3 km, leg III – 140,8 km). Other Guest Group cars are to follow the full 6 RPH route. 

4. Electric and CNG charge stations. 

Organizer ensures access to electric docking stations within rally base area – Hotel 

Soray. CNG stations in Kraków are in Balicka 84 street and Siewna 19 street. 

5. Measuring devices: any type of counter and trip meter devices is allowed to be used for 

Guest Group competitors. 

6. Classification: 

a. Legend Guest Group (Grupa Gość Legendy) 

b. Eco Guest Group (Grupa Gość Eco) for electric and CNG powered cars 

c. Hybrid Guest Group (Grupa Gość Hybrydy) for hybrid and LPG powered cars 

              In case of fewer than four cars in each group only 2 cups for the winning team will be 

handed out. 

7. Guest Group cars are not divided according to cylinder capacity. 

8. All other regulation are in accordance with 6RPH Supplementary Regulations 

(Regulamin Uzupełniający 6RPH).          


